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MOFII Honey Plus wireless keyboard + mouse set 
Do you value original solutions? Opt for a wireless keyboard from MOFII and marvel at the colorful design and 104 honeycomb keys. Their
lifespan reaches 8,000,000 clicks, plus the keyboard offers up to 13 function keys. You will  also find a wireless mouse with 4 buttons,
which  allows  you  to  adjust  the  resolution  in  the  range  of  800  /  1200  /  1600  DPI.  The  products  operate  in  the  2.4  GHz  band,  which
guarantees stable transmission up to 10 meters.
 
Original and functional keyboard
Tired of stiff keyboards? MOFII Honey Plus will delight you with its original design and will perfectly blend into your interior. The keyboard
has 104 solid keys, which stand out not only for their modern design, but also for their ergonomic shape and quiet operation. There are
also 13 function keys at your disposal, which make it easy to switch a song, adjust the volume, launch a browser or send an email. 
 
Wireless mouse with adjustable resolution 
You'll also find a wireless mouse, which is equipped with 4 buttons and a scroll wheel. It offers 3-stage resolution adjustment in the range
of 800 / 1200 / 1600 DPI, and the life of its buttons reaches 3,000,000 clicks. Both the mouse and keyboard operate in the 2.4 GHz band,
which translates into stable, interference-free transmission with a range of up to 10 meters.
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For fans of original design
MOFII Honey Plus impresses with its color and original design. The keys of the keyboard are shaped like a honeycomb, which gives it an
original,  unusual character. The set comes in several color variants, so everyone will  find something for themselves. The advantage is
also 3 levels of energy saving mode and wide compatibility - the keyboard and mouse work with Windows version 2000, XP, ME, VISTA, 7
/ 8 / 10. 
 
Producer
MOFII
Model
SMK-642383AG Blue
Connection
Wireless 
Interface
2,4 G
Range
6 - 10 m
Mouse resolution
800 / 1200 / 1600 DPI
Dimensions of the keyboard
Approx 460 x 148 x 26 mm
Mouse dimensions
Approx. 62 x 110 x 30 mm
Number of keyboard keys
104
Number of mouse buttons
4
Keyboard key life
8,000,000 clicks
Life span of mouse keys
3,000,000 clicks
Keyboard power supply
2x AAA batteries (alkaline) 
Mouse power supply
1x AA battery (alkaline)
Compatibility
Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Me, Windows VISTA, Windows 7 / 8 / 10
Color
Blue
Other
13 function keys, 3 levels of power saving mode

Preço:

€ 18.50

Acessórios para computadores, Mouse, Keyboards
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